


The Bible teaches that The Bible teaches that 

the foundation which the foundation which the foundation which the foundation which 

really needs attention really needs attention 

is your is your 



“Above all else, guard your heart, for “Above all else, guard your heart, for 

everything you do flows from it.” Your everything you do flows from it.” Your 

heart defines and determines who you heart defines and determines who you 

are, how you think, and what you do. are, how you think, and what you do. are, how you think, and what you do. are, how you think, and what you do. 

Because everything flows from it, your Because everything flows from it, your 

heart is the battleground where the heart is the battleground where the 

gods go to war.gods go to war.

Proverbs 4:23Proverbs 4:23



In other words, make this In other words, make this 

your Greatest Priority.your Greatest Priority.

Treat your heart like it’s your Treat your heart like it’s your 

most Valuable most Valuable AAsset.sset.



is to give attention is to give attention 

to what people seeto what people see

As long as things look good on the As long as things look good on the As long as things look good on the As long as things look good on the 

outside then we tend to not give much outside then we tend to not give much 

concern to what’s on the inside.concern to what’s on the inside.

Spiritually speakingSpiritually speaking——instead of instead of 

focusing on our hearts, we often make focusing on our hearts, we often make 

our focus “behavior modification.”our focus “behavior modification.”



This word, "guard" means to diligently This word, "guard" means to diligently 

protect against the enemy.protect against the enemy.

When we are commanded to guard, When we are commanded to guard, 

an enemy is assumed.an enemy is assumed.

When your guard is up, you aren’t When your guard is up, you aren’t 

passive. You are propassive. You are pro--active.active.

You have set up a defense.You have set up a defense.



Everything flows through the heart and so it Everything flows through the heart and so it 

must be protected it must be guarded.must be protected it must be guarded.

What’s true physically is true spiritually.What’s true physically is true spiritually.

Proverbs 27:19: “As water reflects the face, Proverbs 27:19: “As water reflects the face, Proverbs 27:19: “As water reflects the face, Proverbs 27:19: “As water reflects the face, 

so one’s life reflects the so one’s life reflects the 

heart”heart”

The heart is the truth of your identity, that’s The heart is the truth of your identity, that’s 

why the gods fight so fiercely why the gods fight so fiercely 

for every inch of it.for every inch of it.



What “god” wins the war What “god” wins the war 

for your heart has a lot to for your heart has a lot to 

do with how diligently do with how diligently do with how diligently do with how diligently 

you guard it. you guard it. 



(Sand the Floor)(Sand the Floor)



(Wax on Wax off)(Wax on Wax off)



(Paint the House)(Paint the House)



(Paint the Fence)(Paint the Fence)




